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CoppingA Stance, part two

MOULINET: An Action Quarterly
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Publisher - Charles J. Likar
Editor - Bebe Swerdlow

Mary Shen Barnidge is a freelance writer and theatre critic for
the Chicago Reader andWindy City Times. She is a member of
the American Theatre Critics Association, Poets & Writers, Inc.

Staff Writer

and a Friend in the Society Of American Fight Directors.
J. Steven White is an inskuctor at the Stella Adler Studio and a

Mary Shen Barnidge

'faculty member in the Graduate program of New York
University. IIis professional credits include the Broadway

Contributing Reporters
DavidWoolley
J. Steven White

productions of The Color Purple and The Pill.owman.
Kevin Asselin received his Master of Fine Arts degree from The
University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, and is a certified
actor-combatant in both the Society ofAmerican Fight Directors
and the Fight Directors of Canada.
David Woolley is a Fight Master in the Society of American
Fight Directors and half of the popular comedy-fencing act,

Kevin Asselin
Rick Sordelet
Nick Sandys
Geoff Coates
David Blixt
Brandon Bruce
Bruce Hovanec
Frank Soto

The Swordsmen,

in addition to teaching at Chicago's

Columbia College.
Nick Sandys is a member of Remy Bumppo Theatre Company
and an instuctor at DePaul University. He recently choreographed
fights and shotgun work for Northlight Theatre's Lady.

Brandon Bruce is a company member of the Signal Ensemble, as
well as artistic director for the BackStage Theatre Company.
David Blixt is a founding member of A Crew Of Patches Theatre
Company and served as fight choreographer for the Jeff-winning

Consultants
H. Gregory Mermel
William Fiedler
Technical Support
Gregory Zelchenko

Defiant Theatre production of A C loch,tt ork Orange.
Geoff Coates is a past recipient of both a Jeff Citation and an
After Dark award in recognition of his fight choreography.
Bruce Hovanec and Frank Soto are patrolmen in Chicago'sArea
23. They are often seen in the Emerald City Coffee Shop at the
end of their shift.'
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WE WANT YOUR STORIES Our goal is to bring
you news, information and anecdotes on the topic of
stage combat. We can't do it without your contributions, so tell us what you want to know or what you
think we should know. Got some fighting words? Send
them to Moulinet: AnAction Quarterly.
Articles, interviews, features - 300-1000 words. Reviews - 100-300 words.
Mail all submissions to MOULINET, P.O. Box 392,

La

Grange,

Illinois 60525 or e-mail

to

fightingwords @hotmail.com (include ground-mail
address and./or telephone number)
Payment in copies. All rights return to the authors.

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE IS
3L

April

2007

- $5 for 1-25 words, $10 for 26-50
words. (Boxes, graphics, etc., $10 with camera-ready copy.)

ADVERTISEMENTS

Check out the

Society of Americen

fight Directors
websit€
at

a

tvtyw.safdorg

Hanlon-Lees Theatrical Joust Extravaganza, DYD staning the
Hanlon-Lees Action Theater. "A spectacular behind-the-scenes look
including rare film footage of the
the
takes its name". For orhanlon-lees.com
Sword Of Hearts, DVD staning Kathryn Ann Rosen, Amy E.
Harmon and Libby Beyreis of the Babes With Blades. "A rollicking comic adventure in the style of The Princess Bride and
The Three Musketeers". Order from www.customflix.com/

2068t4
San Valentino And The Melancholy Kid, DVD of the smash hit
action-musical by House Productions. "There's more passion,
exuberance, wit, imagination and sheer spirit in the first twenty
minutes than most theatres serve up in an entire season" declared
Chris Jones, reviewing for the Chicago Tribune. Order from
www. thehousetheatre. com
Curse Of The Crying Heart, DVD of part two in Nathan Allen's
action-packed trilogy for House Productions, featuring aerial
fights i la Crouching Tige4 Hidden Dragon, choreographed by
Matthew Hawkins. Order from www.the housetheatre.com

TI{E GALLERY BOOKSTORE

at 923 West Belmont Ave. has
back issues of Moulinet: An Action Quarterly. They are now also

available on-line through Advanced Book Exchange, Gallery
Bookstore Ltd. inventory number 060 (Abe@Abebooks.com).
Price, $4 per issue. For further information, phone William

Fiedler at Gallery Bookstore (773) 975-8200 or e-mail;
ChgosOldst

@

voyager. net

FM, SX, SBVEN-FIGHT!
Kevin Asselin and the musical adaptation
of The Three Musketeers
Nobody expectedAndrew Lloyd Webber, or
Boublil and Schcinberg, but the score by George
Stiles and Paul Leigh for this adaptation of the sturdy
Dumas swashbuckler proved noteworthy chiefly for
its curious lack of swagger, its chest-beating choruses
more reminiscent of Every Day Is Ladies'Day With
Me than Into The Fire. But a musical being all about
the music, even under David H. Bell,s characteristic
action-oriented direction, Peter Raby's text was the
element falling prey to shrinkage as opening night at
Chic ago Shakespeare Theatre, aka Shakes-at-the[Navy] Pier, approached, and with it Fight
Co-ordinator Kevin Asselin's attempts to inject
some much-needed testosterone into the mix.

MARY SIIEN BARNIDGE: Wasn't William
Hobbes one of the original proponents of this project?

KEYINASSELIN: As I understand,

Hobbes
approached the creative team with the concept
maybe fifteen years ago. But then it went in a
direction that didn't have as many fights. I think at
one point, they considered not having any fights.
BARNIDGE: No fights? That's llke doingThe
Lion King without the hyenas.
ASSELIN: Think of the disappointed husbands and
kids in the audience! Fortunately, they worked the
fight factor back in over time. When we started,
rehearsals, we anticipated eight to ten minutes of
fight work, based on the score and on David Bell's
method of directing.
BARNIDGE: Did you have many fight-trained
actors, or were they all song-and-dance folks?
ASSELIN: Some of them took my classes during the
summer and fall. And several of the out-of-town
people had asked about the fight style we were
aiming for, so they could take some course work near
theirhomes. But I also ran up against a few actors
who told me bluntly that their dance training meant
they didn't need fight lessons.
BARNIDGE: And so your Milady deWinter held a
dagger like she was playing Sweeney Todd
ASSELIN: Dance skills help, but fights are primarily a question of intention. These are people who
want to kill each other, not dance. Eight of the
twelve men in the big Luxembourg [tavern] brawl
had never held a sword before in their lives. So some
of the actors got more stage time because I could, do

more with them-like Jeff Parker [playing the Duke
of Rochefortl, who came a long way from his first
lessons to where he was when we opened.
BARNIDGE: You've got lots of people onstage
fighting elbow-to-elbow in the Luxembourg scene.
I recall that before everybody joins in the scrap,
and you have more room, you introduce circular
movement-cloakwork, moulinets and lots of
shiny steel.
ASSELIN: Ilike slashes. They can be used as an
aggressive attempt to get your opponent to back off,
while you think about your next attack. Or as a quick
and efficient way to end a fight. And moulinets are a
way for a fighter to loosen his wrist and settle into
guard stance before commencing.
BARNIDGE:.But when the fracas gets thick,yoa
rely more on vertical movement, especially those
three-way binds with the blades crossed straight up
in the air. Were they chiefly to get the blades up and
out of harm's way?
ASSELIN: I don't really think from that perspective
when choreographing fights. They give the musketeers a bit more flash, yes-but I also used them to
establish the cadence of a particular moment, with
the bind ending a phrase before leading into another,
usually more detailed, sequence.
BARNIDGE: What other factors did you take into
consideration with the Luxembourg fight?
ASSELIN: My main focus was to get the four
principles to show off their skill, but I also had to
work the movement into the dialogue-verbal and
physical-between specific characters. I started the
action with Athos taking on two opponents-fighting
left-handed yet!-and D'Artagnan challenging one of
my best ensemble guys. Then they work their way
upstage as three more ensemble players work their
way downstage to engage Porthos and Aramis, who
quickly wound two of them and proceed to re-engage
with the ones left. I tried to overlap the action so that
the audience always knows where the focus is, but
still can break away and notice something happening
somewhere else-like Aramis fightin g against four
guys at once.

BARNIDGE: While still keeping in time with
the music-

ASSELIN: Yeah-and rhen I had to work it all to the
place in the score where everything stops, and the
three guys are back-to-back, adversaries on all sides.
The tension builds, and then explodes with music and
action into the big climactic finale!

BARNIDGE: Was there any trouble with the audience being so close to the stage? Did the actors ever
stumble running up and down the aisles, or the action
spill off the apron?
ASSELIN: I was a little intimidated by the size of
the space and the number of actors on it, pltis the
stairs and pillars in that scene. We were careful to
thrust toward center stage, slash on the upward
diagonal-things like that. But while we always pay
attention to safety, I've found that audiences like to
feel that they're a part of the action.
BARNIDGE: Did the opening night fights match up
to what you wanted?
ASSELIN: They cut the first fight! That's the one
between D'Artagnan and his father. It was supposed
to introduce all these technical moves that we'd see
later-punto rev e r s o s, envelopments, and a re ally
fancy shoulder toss that D'Artagnan uses against
Rochefort. It was abeautiful fight, it reaily got the
show off to an exciting start-and it was only twenty
seconds long! How much time did they think they
were going to save?

SWASHING BUCKLES TO THE BEAT
IN TIIE PIRATE QUEEN: a chat with
' i
J. Steven White
Grace O'Malley wasn't a pirate as we think of
those romantic figures, but the daughter of an Irish
tribal chieftain guarding the seas off the coast of her
clan's domain against invading ships. Since the
trespassers included those of England's fleet, Elizabeth I declared her an enemy of the commonwealth

(government sponsorship often determining the
distinction between criminals and patriots). Even so,
Captain Grace was as remarkable for her time as
was her royal adversary, both occupying a hitherto
gender-restricted position with all the difficulties
engendered thereby.
The Pirate Queen arrived in Chicago for its
tryout engagement with a creative staff boasting
many distinguished names: a musical score by
Alain Boublil and Claude-Michel Shonberg of Les
Miserables and Miss Saigon fame, a cast featuring
Stephanie J. Block (Wicked's first Ephelba) and
Linda Balgord (Cats' last Grizabella), a technical
team led by Tony award-winning scenic designer
Eugene Lee, and hometown genius Frank Galati
at the helm.
But avast, me hearties! What's a pirate story
without swordplay? Cutlasses and rapiers and
daggers flashing through the air, sailors scrambling up

and sliding down ropes as cannonfire booms over the
starboard bow, and that obligatory moment in all
female pirate yarns when the mysterious hero removes

his head-covering to reveal the long, feminine tresses
of-gasp!-a womanl That all these things happen in
Pirate Queen's first twenty minutes only whets our
appetites for more.
Martial spectacle such as this requires planning
no less extensive than that devoted to a show's
musical aspects, however. Our mothers warned us
not to run with scissors, so imagine the hazards of
stumbling while waving sharp-edged steel instruments up to four feet in length. Fight director
J. Steven White has his work cut out for him to
ascertain that no one gets hurt while delivering the
thrilling action we expect from this genre.
MARY SHEN BARNIDGBz Pirate Queen is a
musical. How much did [director] Galati, the composers, and [dance choreographers] Mark Dendy and
Carol Leavy Joyce contribute to the fights?
J. STEVEN WHITE: Frank Galati had some great
ideas, which I built into the fights. But Mark Dendy
and Carol Leavy Joyce restricted themselves to
staging the dances, not the fights.
BARNIDGE: When we first see Grace duel with an
English officer, they both execute full-body
moulinets between each strike, spinning completely
around before re-engaging.
WHITts: All the fighting must be timed to the
music, so I felt that some dancelike combat-such as
moulinets executed with the fighters' whole bodies,
rather than just the swords-made for more integration in their movements.
BARNIDGE: And since the other sailors and soldiers on the stage are skirmishing close together,
with swords clashing either very high or very low,
Grace's expansive fighting style, utilizing lots of
horizontal movement, focuses our attention on he r.
WHITE: The fill-in skirmishes are mostly vertical
because there's so little room onstage. In the first
sea-battle, when you have people fighting while
hanging above the stage on a net, there's barely room
for five pairs of combatants. And in the scene where
they are attacked just after Grace has had her baby, we
have fifteen actors, including six pairs of fighters, on a
stage with a birthing-tent set up in the middle of it!
BARNIDGE: That's a tricky scene, anyway. I mean,
Grace rising up from childbed to rally her men in
battle, only hours after having a baby-even when the
choreography has her visibly faltering, that calls for
.ror?re suspension of disbelief!
WHITE: The incident is taken from historical
documents, but you're right-it doesn't wash with

modern audiences. The childbirth fight wasn't
staged until the Chicago production, however. Will
it change before the show opens in New York? I
have no idea, but I'd bet on it.
BARNIDGE: How many of your actors have had
training in stage combat?
WHITB: The principles have almost no fight experience, although JeffMcCarthy, who plays Grace's
father, was an excellent competitive fencer in the
1970s. William Ball, the artistic director at the
American Conservatory Theatre in San Francisco,
decided to have all the students learn fencing and
brought me in to teach a class.
BARNIDGE: Was this a factor in their selection
for this show?
WHITE: Not especially. But casting for a musical is
usually about "triple threats"-performers who can
sing, dance and act. Frequently, people with dance
backgrounds prove to be wonderful athletes who can
pick up the moves quickly.
BARNIDGE: How period-accurate are the weapons?
WHITE: They are all historically accurate.
Audiences want to see pirates fighting with a curved
blade, but cutlasses and sabers don't come along until
years later The quillons of our Irish swords-made by
Lewis Shaw of Baltimore, by the way-have a slight
druidic downturn, and are less ornate than the
English swords.
BARNIDGE: How much do the fights reflect the
individual characters, especially the two villains?
Donal, Grace's husband, is a drunken slackera contrast to Bingham, the British Ambassador,
who's an aristocraric slimeball.
WHITE: Well, Donal is a tavern-brawl scrapper,
and the alcohol makes him even more reckless in his
dirty tactics. But Bingham is sly. When he fights
with Grace, he tries to go corps-d-corps with her in
order to humiliate her. He's not successful, of course,
and winds up flat on his back with Grace standing
over him.
BARNIDGE: How did you like working at rhe
Cadillac Palace"l Do you anticipate making many
changes after the show moves from Chicago to
New York?
WHITE: The scenery, not the bare stage, is what
creates a show's physical reality. We adjusted from
our rehearsal hall to the Cadillac Paiace space and
will probably do the same at the Broadway Hilton.
But I loved working in Chicago. There's more
offstage life in your city, and that's what I'll miss.
- Previously published inWindy City Times

THE SHAKESPEARE STEALER
fight choreography by Nick Sandys
Could anyone askfor a more fightworthy stage
than Jessica Kuehnau's design for the Vittum Theater
company? A gully like the Grand Canyon separating
the audience from the curtain line of a corrida-sized
open space with not one, but two,flights of heavyduty caliper staircases leading on either side to a
balcony above. Or a more action-packed text
than Gary Blackwood's adaptation of his novel
recounting the adventures of a boy sent to spy on
Shakespeare's troupe-a premise encompassing
lessons in theatrical combat for the apprentices, lots
of slapstick chases, and a spectacular finale comprised of no less than one hundred and nuenty-six
distinct moves.
"From the get-go, [Director] Matt [Reeder]
wanted swashbuckling fights, and a Shakespearean
set that would facilitate them," says fight choreographer Nick Sandys, "He gave me the whole first
week-twenty hours-just for the fights. We wound up
using shortswords and single-handed broadswords,
which are more historically accurate than the ep6es
described in the script-the boy actors aren't training
to be duelists, so they wouldn't be equipped with the
new-fangled rapiers. We also dispensed with the
downright dangerous devices mentioned in the bookretractable daggers and metal-plated bloodbags."
The biggest challenge, however, fell to Geoff
Coates, playing the role of the sinister villain known
only as the "Falconer", who lurks in the shadows
clad in a voluminous black cape, medieval hood
pulled low over his eyes and a commedia mask
covering his upper face. Complains Coates,"We
called this the 'octocloak'. It snagged on everything!
And my rage of vision was like a horse wearing
blinders! Every hit that landed was because my
partner hadhis sword wherever I was swinging
mine." Sandys contradicts this modest claim, however: "Having Goeff in the cast was a blessing,
because then I could push all of the other fighters to
come up to his standard." High praise for the multiple award-winning actor-combatant.

NOBLE FOOL PRESENTS THE
SWORDSMEN- fight choreography by David
Woolley & Douglas Mumaw
Whoda ever thunk that what began in 1987 as a
ten-minute gig at the Uptown Poetry Slam would
lead to a two-decade run for a pair of fight instructors, even if they are both top-rate choreographers?

Their show in January of 2007 at St. Charles'
Pheasant Run Resort heralded their eighteenth year
performing under the nom d'artistes Dirk Perfect
and Guido Crescendo.
In a rare indoor appearance for these headliners
on the Renaissance Faire circuit, the combatants
revel in the expansive flourishes afforded by the
Noble Fool's Theatre's big bare stage-notably,
rapier and dagger duels performed at full-scale,
instead of relying on what has since been dubbed
"stupid sword tricks for small spaces" (lunging with
one's body while keeping one's feet stationary, for
example). Six feet-plus of safety zone between
audience and stage allow Woolley to swing steel over
the edge of the apron, to the delight of young frontrow spectators, without compromising the safety
rreasures he, as a fight master in the SAFD, has
sworn to defend. Indeed, a portion of the stage was
officially designated the "spotlight of safety", its
luminous confines providing reassurance for participants in the show's trademark interactive sequences.
The leisure afforded by lighting and sound cues,
topical references to Da Bears, and a mellow postholiday suburban audience might encourage lesser
players to coast on standard-issue shtick (or cutesy
special effects-remember the LED-festooned Zagmuk
monsters in2004?). But with live performance comes
always the possibility of obstacles forestalling any
temptation to slackerly indolence-in this case, a
ripped seam in the glove on Mumaw's fighting hand
that left his index finger exposed and his sword's hilt
prey to entanglement in the tattered leather. What to
do? Why, call it to the attention of the spectators, the
better to have them admire the alacrity of the fighters
in overcoming this unexpected handicap-a ploy
generating more focus and suspense than any
amount of high-tech gimmickry.

THE PENDRAGON
fight choreography by David Blixt
Playwright Matt Sauer has re-invented the wheelrather, he has written a museum-accurate Elizabethan
drama incorporating such period motifs as regicidal
conspiracies, a noble lady struck mad, and battle
scenes involving reluctant, but resigned, generals
fighting to the death (no ghosts or fatal prophesies,
however). Oh, by the way, this is not aparody.
Keeping his tongue out of his cheek during the
alarums and excursions may have proven a bigger
obstacle to fight choreographer David Blixt than his

show's nineteen-member cast, all but two of whom
had never picked up a sword before. He wisely keeps
the violence-executed with an eclectic assortment of
weapons, chiefl y broadsword and quarterstaff-slow
and simple, with plenty of swinging room'far afield
of any easily-damaged scenery. Death-blows include
stabs initiated from upstage, or throat-slittings with
both killer and victim turned away from audience.
For the climactic battle, however, where convention mandates that we see the warriors' faces at the
moment of excruciation, both fighters face downstage, the victor holding his blade to his vanquished
foe's throat before abandoning it to instead deliver a
neck-snap by way of a coup de grdce. Why he does
this remains a mystery, but in a classroom-exercise
conspicuous for its lack of surprises, the few seconds
of unexpected intrigue it adds to a three-hour running
time is welcome, nevertheless.

AMERICAN BUFEALO
fight choreography by David Woolley
You've got a big stage cluttered with enough junk
to stock a prop-rental shop, but you've also got
audience sitting right up against the curtain-line.
Furthermore, your characters-subtextually, two
surrogate sons vying for the affections of a surrogate
father-are typical Mamet mopes, lethargic losers
who bluff because they lack the courage to raise or
the sense to fold. Certainly, they are not trained
fighters, or even savvy street-scrappers.
So when the swaggering older son Teach-a
chronic badass given to beating noisily on any
inanimate object sturdy enough to take the
punishment-unleashes his jealous fury on younger
son Bobby, fight choreographer David Woolley
rejects well-placed punches to instead build their
combat around human-beanbag throws and grapples.
This moves the scuffle upstage where Teach delivers
Bobby an almost-accidental blow to the ear with a
gun earlier brandished, but never fired.
Bobby, crying out in terror at the sight of his own
blood, is then propelled downstage to lie shuddering
and supine, setting up the scene's climax, as the older
and smaller Donnie takes up a heavyweight roadconstruction shovel and proceeds to chase the
alarmed Teach around the room. This forces the
latter, who has only recently bragged "I'm not a
wife!", to retreat behind the shop's counter and-note
the irony-defend himself with that quintessential
domestic weapon, a skillet.

THE RULING CLASS
fight choreography by Brandon Bruce
Peter Barnes' lampoon of the British aristocracy-its satire involving a lunatic who thinks he,s
Jack The Ripper and the shrink who made him

what he is-clocks in at two-and-a-half hours, so a
fight would seem as good a way as any to enliven
one of the stodgier scenes. Putting a walking stick
into the Ripper-wannabe's hands and a cane into
the would-be Doctor Freud's is an easy matter, but
difficulties arise when one of the opponents stands
a full six feet-plus, with weapon cut to measure,
compounded by the audience being placed barely
lap-length from the curtain line of a landing-strip
stage awkwardly configured to the Storefront
Theatre's black box.
Brandon Bruce, opting to risk furniture over
injury-lawsuits, phrases the quarterstaff-styled
action in short two and three-beat combinations,
separated by pauses for dialogue, all of it midstage or deeper, and even at times spilling up the
disproportionately steep staircase (salvaged from
The Shakespeare Stealer, perhaps?). The verbal
conflict of the scene is thus physicalized into
visual combat, rendering the latter not mere
kinetic decoration, but instead a fully-integrated
component of the dynamic in progress.

ANOTHER PART OF THE HOUSE
fight choreography uncredited
Seven women confined by social convention

to a single household is bound to result in a
catspat or two, but more complicated is the ironwilled clan matriarch's propensity for using her
walking-staff as a tool for corporal punishmentstage business rendered potentially dangerous by
the pool-cue-weight baton supplied by the Teatro
Vista prop master. Fortunately, the cast for this
adaptation of The House of Bernarda Alba rncludes Julia Neary, an alumna of the Night At The
Fights series, who devises for her character a
stealth-blow that strikes her prey in the back of
the knees. The point of contact is thus concealed
from the audience's view by the penitent's full
skirts, her petticoats further cushioning the
impact, with the cries of the chastised damsels
conveying their pain and outrage.

March 3-4

and June 2-3.

GLD Enterprises and Pro-

ductions Whip Artistry Studios, Jamestown, Ohio.
Beginning and advanced classes in whip techniques,
including targeting and multiple-snap stunts. For
information: phone (937) 902-4857, e-mail Gery Deer
at gdeer@gldenterprises.net or log onto
www. gldenterprises. net/whipstudio.htm

March 10-11. Northern Kentucky University Fine Arts
Center, Highland Heights, Kentucky. The SAFD

March Madness IV workshop site's in Kentucky, but
the co-ordinator's camped in Cincinnati. For information (or directions): phone (513) 295-4788, e-mail
Gina Mechley at cincymarchmadness @ yahoo.com or
log onto www.clearstagecincinnati.com

March 31-April 1. Regent University, Virginia Beach,
Virginia. The faculty for the SAFD Virginia Beach
Bash includes Mike Chin, David Brimmer, and Dale
Girard, along with Colleen Kelly, Anthony Delongis
and S AFD/B AS S C-certified instructor Richard Ryan.
For information: phone (757) 226-4237, e-mail
Michael Kirkland at michkir@regent.edu or log onto
www.regent. edu/beachbash

May l4-June 1. Eureka College, Eureka, Illinois.
SAFD Regional Stage Combat workshop offering
group and individual instruction in Knife and Sword &
Shield. Looking for summer work? Eureka is right
next to Bloomington/ISU, site of the Illinois
Shakespeare Festival. For information: phone (309)
467-6580, e-mail Holly Rocke at hrocke@eureka.edu
or log onto www.eureka.edu/summer/

COPPING A STANCE, Part Tlvo
With the increasing popularity of docudramas
featuring squads of uniformed policemen, directors
staging plays depicting crime scene investigations
should be aware of an iconographical detail to which
patrolmen Bruce Hovanec and Frank Soto of
Chicago's Area23 both attest, based on their own
empirical evidence: At the site of any event requiring
police presence, the officer in charge wrll always
brandish a cigar. Even if he doesn't light it, he will
emphasize his authority by gesturing forcefully with
this-well, theatrical prop as he issues orders.

t'All honorts wounds are
self-inflicted.t'
- Andrew
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